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Context
Studies have shown the negative effect of GPS navigation on spatial skills. The lack of spatial
reasoning training leads to a decrease of spatial grid cells, and people losing the abilities to
perform mental manipulations within cognitive maps (Ruginski et al. 2019).
One pragmatic evidence comes from the amount of persons claiming they could not come
back to a place they have already visited without using the GPS guidance anew, and obviously
do not manage positioning by themselves relative to environmental landmarks.
Building efficient cognitive maps requires to link together landmarks (e.g. Siegel & White,
1975) and spatial frames of reference (e.g. Shelton & Mc Namara 2001). More precisely route
knowledge, as ego-centered sequences (i.e. first person view features of the environment)
need to be mentally assembled to build map knowledge, as allo-centered representation (i.e.
birds eye view). Then these cognitive maps are powerful enough to support spatial orientation.
Previous research, especially in the partner teams have shown that including spatial
navigation information in a scene makes it more easily memorable (e.g. Mukawa et al. 2017),
and can help people with special needs (e.g. Katz et al 2012). In addition, virtual navigation
can train people to coordinate spatial frames of reference (e.g. Simonnet et al. 2009).
General Objective of the PhD project
Since artificial intelligence is able to make us reach places as quick as possible taking into
account environmental constraints, it should be possible to use it to teach us how to build an
environmental map. Referring to previous knowledge, such a system should present spatial
information in a way that leads us to encode landmarks and perform mental rotation within the
environment. Here the challenge is to keep using the GPS, as an efficient personal guidance
system, and also learn environment at the same time.

Aim of the PhD project
 design a personal guidance system that includes spatial information including cues related
to both landmarks, routes and surveys;
 which leads users to play a game to estimate ego- and allo-centric localisations of
landmarks. Hence, users can memorize the current environmental layout during navigation
but also, at home, when the journey is over.
 such an app may also record all the episodic memories during the journeys and serve as
a tool to revisit previous experiences.

 evaluate the impact of such personal guidance device on spatial learning and skills

Methods and tools
The work will rely on scientific theories about spatial cognition and learning but on gamification
and user experience knowledge too, in order to keep users involved. In other words, how to
wayfind and learn at the same time?

Student profile
Master or Engineer diploma in Cognitive sciences, Computer Science (HCI), Design, PsychoErgonomics.
The PhD is granted by IMT and Astar funding schemes that are reserved to excellent student
only (among the top ten students in the class).
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